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FINISHES

INTERIOR

ZWT - JET BLACK (LACQUERED)

VNR - VENETIAN RED (LACQUERED)

CTM - CUSTOM COLOR 

WIT - GHOST WHITE (LACQUERED) 

YEL - SUNRISE YELLOW (LACQUERED)

BRB - BRUSHED  BRONZE BRA - AGED  BRASS 

AUL - ANODIZED OLYMPIC GOLD 
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ZWT - JET BLACK (LACQUERED)

EXTERIOR

PRM - WHITE PRIMED SURFACE  

BRB - BRUSHED  BRONZE 

BRO - AGED BRONZE 

BRA - AGED  BRASS 

AGR - ACID GREEN 

WIT - GHOST WHITE (LACQUERED) 
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The light fixture can be seamlessly integrated 
into a wall or ceiling. No edge is visible, the 
fixture blends beautifully into the surface. 

The specially designed mounting system makes 
installation very easy. The fixture is integrated 
into the wall or ceiling, which requires the 
necessary installation depth. After installation, 
you can plaster the edges of the light fixture to 
create a smooth surface. 

Interior finish: lacquered colors. 

TrimTrimless On Box
The fixture can be installed in a wooden wall, 
ceiling or other hard material. In this built-in 
version, a fine edge is visible around the light 
fixture, which can be additionally covered by 
the installer and/or painter.
 
Depending on the type of light fixture you 
chose, the product can be installed in both wall 
and ceiling. 

For the exterior finish you can choose between 
a primed cover panel or lacquered ghost white 
cover panel. Interior finish: lacquered colors. 

When you choose an on box version, the light 
fixture is fixed in a frame. Here you have the 
choice between a lacquered black or white 
frame. 

The fixture can be mounted on a wall, as a 
pendant lamp or as a stand-alone fixture 
(plug & play). This version is always offered in 
different finishes and lacquered colors. 

Interior finish: lacquered colors or anodized 
olympic gold. 

MOUNTING METHODS EXPLAINED

Seamless 
Plasterboard/ plaster wall 
Primed cover panel

Visible fine edge 
Wood, hard material
Primed or lacquered ghost white cover panel

Black or white frame
Wall, pendant, stand-alone 
Various finishes available 
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Santiago is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. In its closed position you have a minimal incision line. When light is requested, the 
fexible rectangle slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent 
transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-
programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. Trimless 
devices can also be activated via Dali. The light source is a long-life LED engine with a color temperature of 2700K 
(other options on request). Santiago can be integrated in walls or ceilings as an uplighter or downlighter.

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT102S - SANTIAGO TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 280mm - height 600mm - projection 72mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h CRI95 - 680 lm (source) - 12 W

KT102SWITPRM SANTIAGO trimless - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 1350,00 
KT102SVNRPRM SANTIAGO trimless - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 1350,00 
KT102SZWTPRM SANTIAGO trimless - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 1350,00
KT102SYELPRM SANTIAGO trimless - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + primed cover panel 1350,00 
KT102SCTMPRM SANTIAGO trimless - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel 1350,00

 MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA001 Mounting frame for plasterboard santiago 65,00
KA002 Concrete box santiago 55,00

KT102 SANTIAGO

SANTIAGO TRIMLESS
Seamless integration in 
plasterboard or pastered wall

Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Minato is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal circular incision line. When light is requested, the fexible circle 
slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in 
harmony with the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can 
also be independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

Use: wall, stand-alone.
Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.
EU plug included - others on request.

KT115B - MINATO ON BOX
Dimensions: width 325mm - height 325mm - projection 60mm - Ø 213mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12 W

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT115BWITWITFW MINATO - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BVNRWITFW MINATO - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BZWTWITFW MINATO  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00
KT115BYELWITFW MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BYELBROFW MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 1600,00
KT115BYELBRAFW MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 1600,00
KT115BYELAGRFW MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 1600,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT115BWITWITFB MINATO - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BVNRWITFB MINATO - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BZWTWITFB MINATO  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00
KT115BYELWITFB MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1100,00 
KT115BYELBROFB MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 1600,00
KT115BYELBRAFB MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 1600,00
KT115BYELAGRFB MINATO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 1600,00

KT115 MINATO

MINATO ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 

Available from March 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Tokyo is a metamorphic light object that combines a physical transformation of its form with a modulation of 
light. When closed, you have a minimal line. When light is requested, the fexible circle slowly bends inward to 
reveal the light.  Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity 
of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently 
controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. Trimless devices can also be activated via Dali. 

It is magical in a composition with metamorphic circles of different sizes (Kanto). 
Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

Available from March 2021 

KT103S - TOKYO TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 690mm - height 690mm - projection 72mm - Ø 400 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12W

KT103SWITPRM TOKYO trimless - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103SVNRPRM TOKYO trimless - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103SZWTPRM TOKYO trimless - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 2300,00
KT103SAULPRM TOKYO trimless - anodized olympic gold interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103SCTMPRM TOKYO trimless - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel

 MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA003 Mounting frame for plasterboard Tokyo 70,00
KA004 Concrete box Tokyo 60,00

KT103T - TOKYO TRIM
Dimensions: width 690mm - height 690mm - projection 72mm - Ø 400 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12W

 PRIMED COVER PANEL
KT103TWITPRM TOKYO trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103TVNRPRM TOKYO trim - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103TZWTPRM TOKYO trim - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 2300,00
KT103TAULPRM TOKYO trim - anodized olympic gold interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT103TCTMPRM TOKYO trim - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel                                      on request 

 LACQUERED GHOST WHITE COVER PANEL
KT103TWITWIT TOKYO trim - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT103TVNRWIT TOKYO trim - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT103TZWTWIT TOKYO trim - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white cover panel 2400,00
KT103TAULWIT TOKYO trim - anodized olympic gold interior + lacquered ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT103TCTMWIT TOKYO trim - lacquered custom color interior + lacquered ghost white cover panel   on request

KT103B - TOKYO ON BOX 
Dimensions: width 628mm - height 628mm - projection 72mm - Ø 400 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12W
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT103BWITWITFW TOKYO on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BVNRWITFW TOKYO on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BZWTWITFW TOKYO on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00
KT103BAULWITFW TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BAULBROFW TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged bronze exterior 3000,00
KT103BAULBRAFW TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged brass exterior 3000,00
KT103BAULAGRFW TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + acid green exterior 3000,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT103BWITWITFB TOKYO on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BVNRWITFB TOKYO on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BZWTWITFB TOKYO on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00
KT103BAULWITFB TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2850,00 
KT103BAULBROFB TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged bronze exterior 3000,00
KT103BAULBRAFB TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged brass exterior 3000,00
KT103BAULAGRFB TOKYO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + acid green exterior 3000,00

KT103 TOKYO

TOKYO TRIMLESS
Seamless integration in 
plasterboard or pastered 
wall

TOKYO TRIM
Integration in fibreboard 
wall

TOKYO ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 

Interior 

Exterior
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Kanto is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal circular incision line. When light is requested, the fexible circle 
slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in 
harmony with the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can 
also be independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. Trimless devices can also be 
activated via Dali. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT105S - KANTO TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 990mm - height 990mm - projection 72mm - Ø 600 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 2640 lm (source) - 24 W

KT105SWITPRM KANTO trimless - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105SVNRPRM KANTO trimless - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105SZWTPRM KANTO trimless - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 3000,00
KT105SAULPRM KANTO trimless - anodized olympic gold interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105SCTMPRM KANTO trimless - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel

 MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA005 Mounting frame for plasterboard Kanto 70,00
KA006 Concrete box Kanto 60,00

KT105T - KANTO TRIM
Dimensions: width 920mm - height 920mm - projection 72mm - Ø 600 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 2640 lm (source) - 24 W

 PRIMED COVER PANEL
KT105TWITPRM KANTO trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105TVNRPRM KANTO trim - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105TZWTPRM KANTO trim - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 3000,00
KT105TAULPRM KANTO trim - anodized olympic gold interior + primed cover panel 3000,00 
KT105TCTMPRM KANTO trim - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel                                     on request

 LACQUERED GHOST WHITE COVER PANEL
KT105TWITWIT KANTO trim - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white cover panel 3100,00 
KT105TVNRWIT KANTO trim - lacquered venetian red interior + ghost white cover panel 3100,00 
KT105TZWTWIT KANTO trim - lacquered jet black interior + ghost white cover panel 3100,00
KT105TAULWIT KANTO trim - anodized olympic gold interior + ghost white cover panel 3100,00 
KT105TCTMWIT KANTO trim - lacquered custom color interior + ghost white cover panel                           on request

KT105B - KANTO ON BOX
Dimensions: width 929mm - height 929mm - projection 72mm - Ø 600 mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 2640 lm (source) - 24 W
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT105BWITWITFW KANTO on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BVNRWITFW KANTO on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BZWTWITFW KANTO on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00
KT105BAULWITFW KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BAULBROFW KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged bronze exterior 3650,00
KT105BAULBRAFW KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged brass exterior 3650,00
KT105BAULAGRFW KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + acid green exterior 3650,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT105BWITWITFB KANTO on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BVNRWITFB KANTO on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BZWTWITFB KANTO on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00
KT105BAULWITFB KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 3250,00 
KT105BAULBROFB KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged bronze exterior 3650,00
KT105BAULBRAFB KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + aged brass exterior 3650,00
KT105BAULAGRFB KANTO on box - anodized olympic gold interior + acid green exterior 3650,00

KT105 KANTO

KANTO TRIMLESS
Seamless integration in 
plasterboard or pastered 
wall

KANTO TRIM
Integration in fibreboard 
wall

KANTO ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 

Available from March 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Cordoba is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, 
the fexible bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. Trimless devices can also be activated via Dali. 
 
Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT104T - CORDOBA TRIM
Dimensions: width 600mm - height 800mm - projection 72mm - bulb shape 560x400mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12 W

 PRIMED COVER PANEL
KT104TWITPRM CORDOBA trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT104TVNRPRM CORDOBA trim - lacquered venetian red interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT104TZWTPRM CORDOBA trim - lacquered jet black interior + primed cover panel 2300,00
KT104TYELPRM CORDOBA trim - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + primed cover panel 2300,00 
KT104TCTMPRM CORDOBA trim - lacquered custom color interior + primed cover panel                              on request

 LACQUERED GHOST WHITE COVER PANEL
KT104TWITWIT CORDOBA trim - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT104TVNRWIT CORDOBA trim - lacquered venetian red interior + ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT104TZWTWIT CORDOBA trim - lacquered jet black interior + ghost white cover panel 2400,00
KT104TYELWIT CORDOBA trim - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + ghost white cover panel 2400,00 
KT104TCTMWIT CORDOBA trim - lacquered custom color interior + ghost white cover panel                    on request

KT104B - CORDOBA ON BOX
Dimensions: width 600mm - height 800mm - projection 72mm - bulb shape 560x400mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12 W
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT104BWITWITFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BVNRWITFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BZWTWITFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00
KT104BYELWITFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BYELBROFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 2800,00
KT104BYELBRAFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 2800,00
KT104BYELAGRFW CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 2800,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT104BWITWITFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BVNRWITFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BZWTWITFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00
KT104BYELWITFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 2600,00 
KT104BYELBROFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 2800,00
KT104BYELBRAFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 2800,00
KT104BYELAGRFB CORDOBA on box - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 2800,00

KT104 CORDOBA

CORDOBA TRIM
Integration in fibreboard wall

CORDOBA ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 

Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior



NAPOLI TRIMLESS
Seamless integration in 
plasterboard or pastered wall

NAPOLI TRIM
Integration in fibreboard wall

NAPOLI ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 
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Napoli is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, the fexible 
bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. Trimless devices can also be activated via Dali. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

Available from August 2021 

KT107S - NAPOLI TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 1000mm - height 1000mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm

KT107SPRML2S NAPOLI trimless - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 4950,00 
KT107SPRML1S NAPOLI trimless - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 4450,00 

 MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA007 Mounting frame for plasterboard Napoli 150,00
KA008 Concrete box Napoli 150,00

KT107T - NAPOLI TRIM
Dimensions: width 1000mm - height 1000mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm

KT107TPRML2S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 4900,00 
KT107TWITL2S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 4900,00 
KT107TBROL2S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5350,00
KT107TBRAL2S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5350,00 
KT107TAGRL2S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5350,00

KT107TPRML1S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 4800,00 
KT107TWITL1S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 4800,00 
KT107TBROL1S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5250,00
KT107TBRAL1S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5250,00 
KT107TAGRL1S NAPOLI trim - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5250,00

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT107B - NAPOLI ON BOX
Dimensions: width 1030mm - height 1030mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT107BWITL2SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 5200,00 
KT107BBROL2SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5650,00 
KT107BBRAL2SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5650,00
KT107BAGRL2SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5650,00 

KT107BWITL1SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 5100,00 
KT107BBROL1SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5550,00 
KT107BBRAL1SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5550,00
KT107BAGRL1SFW NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5550,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT107BWITL2SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 5200,00 
KT107BBROL2SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5650,00 
KT107BBRAL2SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5650,00
KT107BAGRL2SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5650,00

KT107BWITL1SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 5100,00 
KT107BBROL1SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged bronze exterior 5550,00 
KT107BBRAL1SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + aged brass exterior 5550,00
KT107BAGRL1SFB NAPOLI on box - lacquered ghost white interior + acid green exterior 5550,00

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT107 NAPOLI

Interior 

Exterior
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Napoli is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, the fexible 
bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply.
Price incl. suspension system.

KT106T - NAPOLI ROUND TRIM
Dimensions: Ø 1400mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm

KT106TPRML2S NAPOLI ROUND trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 6600,00 
KT106BPRML1S NAPOLI ROUND trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 6500,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT106B - NAPOLI ROUND ON BOX
Dimensions: Ø 1430mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT106BWITL2SFW NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6600,00 
KT106BWITL1SFW NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6500,00 

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT106BWITL2SFB NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6600,00 
KT106BWITL1SFB NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6500,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT106 NAPOLI ROUND

NAPOLI ROUND
Ø 1400mm - projection 160mm - 
lines 990x990mm

Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Napoli is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, the fexible 
bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply.
Price incl. suspension system.

KT110T - NAPOLI SINGLE TRIM
Dimensions: width 1400mm - height 1400mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm

KT110TPRML2S NAPOLI SINGLE trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 6400,00 
KT110TPRML1S NAPOLI SINGLE trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 6300,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT110B - NAPOLI SINGLE ON BOX
Dimensions: width 1430mm - height 1430mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT110BWITL2SFW NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6600,00 
KT110BWITL1SFW NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6500,00 

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT110BWITL2SFB NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6600,00 
KT110BWITL1SFB NAPOLI ROUND on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 6500,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT110 NAPOLI SINGLE Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior

NAPOLI SINGLE
1400mm - 1400mm - 160mm - lines 
990x990mm
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Napoli is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, the fexible 
bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply.
Price incl. suspension system.

KT108T - NAPOLI DOUBLE TRIM
Dimensions: width 1400mm - height 2800mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm

KT108TPRML2S NAPOLI DOUBLE trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 13100,00 
KT108BPRML1S NAPOLI DOUBLE trim - lacquered ghost white interior + primed cover panel 13000,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT108B - NAPOLI DOUBLE ON BOX
Dimensions: width 1430mm - height 2830mm - projection 160mm - lines 990x990mm
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT108BWITL2SFW NAPOLI DOUBLE on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 13100,00 
KT108BWITL1SFW NAPOLI DOUBLE on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 13000,00 

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT108BWITL2SFB NAPOLI DOUBLE on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 13100,00 
KT108BWITL1SFB NAPOLI DOUBLE on box - lacquered ghost white interior + ghost white exterior 13000,00 

 L2S (= combination of 2 LED modules ) 
Central LED  LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 4000 lm (source) - 45W
Secondary LED LED RGB (dali) > 50.000 h - 750 lm (source) - 30W

 L1S (= 1 LED module)
Central LED LED RGBW (dali) ambient light > 50.000 h - 258 lm (source) - 13W

KT108 NAPOLI DOUBLE

NAPOLI DOUBLE
2800mm - 1400mm - 160mm - lines 
990x990mm

Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Oslo is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation of 
light. In its closed position you have a minimal incision line. When light is requested, the fexible diamond shape 
slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. 

Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The 
transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the 
user through bluetooth smart control. 

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT116B - OSLO ON BOX
Dimensions: 325x325mm - projection 60mm - diamond shape 
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12 W
EU plug included - others on request.

 LACQUERED WHITE FRAME 
KT116BWITWITFW OSLO - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BVNRWITFW OSLO - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BZWTWITFW OSLO  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00
KT116BYELWITFW OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BYELBROFW OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 1750,00
KT116BYELBRAFW OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 1750,00
KT116BYELAGRFW OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 1750,00

 LACQUERED BLACK FRAME 
KT116BWITWITFB OSLO - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BVNRWITFB OSLO - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BZWTWITFB OSLO  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00
KT116BYELWITFB OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 1250,00 
KT116BYELBROFB OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze exterior 1750,00
KT116BYELBRAFB OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass exterior 1750,00
KT116BYELAGRFB OSLO - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green exterior 1750,00

KT116 OSLO

OSLO ON BOX
Surface mounting in a frame 
(lacquered black or white) 

Available from May 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Flex Circle 40 is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, 
the fexible bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and 
silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are 
pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

The central circle is removable and can be opened thanks to a hinge to access the interior. 
The continuous circle line allows you to combine different materials.

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT114S - FLEX CIRCLE 40 TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 600mm - height 600mm - projection 110mm - Ø 400mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 1320 lm (source) - 12W

KT114SWITPRM FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered ghost white interior + primed circle 2300,00 
KT114SWITWIT FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white circle 2350,00 
KT114SVNRPRM FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered venetian red interior + primed circle 2300,00 
KT114SVNRWIT FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white circle 2350,00 
KT114SZWTPRM FLEX CIRCLE 40  - lacquered jet black interior + primed circle 2300,00
KT114SZWTWIT FLEX CIRCLE 40  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white circle 2350,00
KT114SYELPRM FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + primed circle 2300,00 
KT114SYELWIT FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white circle 2350,00 
KT114SCTMPRM FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered custom color interior + primed circle 2300,00 
KT114SCTMWIT FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered custom color interior + lacquered ghost white circle 2350,00
KT114SYELBRO FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze circle 2550,00
KT114SYELBRA FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass circle 2550,00
KT114SYELAGR FLEX CIRCLE 40 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green circle 2550,00

KT114 FLEX CIRCLE 40

Flex Circle 60 is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. In its closed position you have a minimal bulb shaped incision line. When light is requested, 
the fexible bulb shape slowly bends inwards to reveal the light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and 
silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are 
pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

The central circle is removable and can be opened thanks to a hinge to access the interior. 
The continuous circle line allows you to combine different materials.

Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

KT119S - FLEX CIRCLE 60 TRIMLESS
Dimensions: width 800mm - height 800mm - projection 130mm - Ø 600mm
LED 2700 K > 50.000 h - 2640 lm (source) - 24W

KT119SWITPRM FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered ghost white interior + primed circle 3200,00 
KT119SWITWIT FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white circle 3250,00 
KT119SVNRPRM FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered venetian red interior + primed circle 3200,00 
KT119SVNRWIT FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered venetian red interior + lacquered ghost white circle 3250,00 
KT119SZWTPRM FLEX CIRCLE 60  - lacquered jet black interior + primed circle 3200,00
KT119SZWTWIT FLEX CIRCLE 60  - lacquered jet black interior + lacquered ghost white circle 3250,00
KT119SYELPRM FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + primed circle 3200,00 
KT119SYELWIT FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + lacquered ghost white circle 3250,00 
KT119SCTMPRM FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered custom color interior + primed circle 3200,00 
KT119BCTMWIT FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered custom color interior + lacquered ghost white circle 3250,00
KT119BYELBRO FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged bronze circle 3450,00
KT119BYELBRA FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + aged brass circle 3450,00
KT119BYELAGR FLEX CIRCLE 60 - lacquered sunrise yellow interior + acid green circle 3450,00

KT119 FLEX CIRCLE 60

FLEX CIRCLE
Detachable circle - seamless 
integration in wall/ ceiling

Available from May 2021 

Available from May 2021 

Interior 

Exterior

Interior 

Exterior
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New York is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with 
the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be 
independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

3 integrated modes of operation: 1. manual mode 2. interactive mode 3. looping mode. 
Motion sensor: the lamp opens when people are near. 

Dimensions: 220x220mm - height 1005mm - width closed: 40mm - width open: 140mm
Lamp cold cathode 2700 K > 70.000 h - 1360 lm (source) - 26W / EU plug included - others on request.

KT101BRB NEW YORK - brushed bronze interior + brushed bronze exterior 4350,00 
KT101WIT NEW YORK - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 4600,00 
KT101ZWT NEW YORK  - brushed bronze interior + lacquered jet black exterior 4600,00
KT101BRO NEW YORK  - brushed bronze interior + aged bronze exterior 4800,00
KT101AGR NEW YORK  - brushed bronze interior + acid green exterior 4800,00

KT101 NEW YORK Available from March 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Moscow is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a modulation 
of light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with the intensity of the 
light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be independently controlled 
by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

Dual light source: Lamp cold cathode: downlight (2700K) and a warm central light. 
Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

Dimensions: height 1194mm - Ø open: 76mm - Ø closed: 206mm
2m cable included, maximum cable length 10m (additional cost). 

KT111BRB MOSCOW - lacquered brushed bronze interior + brushed  bronze exterior 5950,00 
KT111WIT MOSCOW - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 5950,00 
KT111ZWT MOSCOW  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + lacquered jet black exterior 5950,00
KT111BRO MOSCOW  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + aged bronze exterior 6550,00
KT111AGR MOSCOW  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + acid green exterior 6550,00

 LED/ MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA009 Ceiling plate - lacquered ghost white (optional) 135,00
KA010  Ceiling plate - lacquered jet black (optional)  135,00

KT111 MOSCOW Available from May 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Shanghai is a metamorphic lighting object that combines a physical transformation of its shape with a 
modulation of light. Integrated electronics ensure a smooth and silent transformation in harmony with 
the intensity of the light. The transformation and light modulation are pre-programmed, but can also be 
independently controlled by the user through bluetooth smart control. 

3 integrated light sources: 1. LED downlight 2. central LED light source 3. LED uplight, all 2700K.
Integrated bluetooth smart control and power supply, excludes mounting accessories.

Dimensions: height 1650mm - Ø open: 240mm - Ø closed: 700mm
5m cable included, maximum cable length 10m (additional cost). 

KT109BRB SHANGHAI - lacquered brushed bronze interior + brushed bronze exterior 16500,00 
KT109WIT SHANGHAI - lacquered ghost white interior + lacquered ghost white exterior 16500,00 
KT109ZWT SHANGHAI  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + lacquered jet black exterior 16500,00
KT109BRO SHANGHAI  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + aged bronze exterior 16950,00
KT109AGR SHANGHAI  - lacquered brushed bronze interior + acid green exterior 16950,00

 LED/ MOUNTING OPTIONS 
KA009 Ceiling plate - lacquered ghost white (optional)  135,00
KA010  Ceiling plate - lacquered jet black (optional) 135,00

KT109 SHANGHAI Available from August 2021 

Interior 

Exterior
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Clause 1. Scope of application
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, these general terms and conditions 
shall apply to each offer of, and each agreement with Kinetura, and shall 
form an integral part of the same. No purchase terms and conditions 
of the customer shall be binding to Kinetura, even if Kinetura has not 
expressly rejected the same. Deviations from these general terms and 
conditions shall only come into force after Kinetura expressly confirms 
the same in writing.

Clause 2. Offers and acceptance of orders
All price quotations or proposals shall be valid for a period of 1 month 
and shall be free of any commitment on the part of Kinetura. An 
agreement shall only be formed after the customer accepts the order 
in writing, and after Kinetura also confirms the order placed in writing. 
Kinetura shall also have the right, to be exercised at its discretion, to 
demand the prior payment of an advance. In such case, a pro forma 
invoice shall be issued, and the order shall only become definitive 
after such pro forma invoice is paid in full. Until an offer is accepted, 
Kinetura reserves the right to revoke or alter its offer at any time. In 
case of cancellation of the order, Kinetura reserves the right to charge 
cancellation costs.

Clause 3. Delivery terms and conditions
The responsibility and the risk relating to the products shall pass 
to the customer as soon as the agreement is concluded, and in 
sofar as it relates to different types of products, as soon as the same 
are individually identified. However, the products shall remain the 
property of Kinetura until the time of full payment of the price and 
related outstandings (see: Clause 11). Unless otherwise agreed to the 
contrary in writing, Kinetura shall always supply the products to the 
customer on “Ex-Works” (EXW) basis. They shall be transported at the 
customer’s cost, risk and danger, even if it is agreed that Kinetura shall 
be responsible for transport. The customer is bound, before taking 
delivery of the products, to inspect them to check the number of units 
delivered and that they are in a good condition, and also to duly notify 
the appropriate reservations if any to the carrier. The customer shall 
also notify remarks if any to Kinetura in writing (email), no later than 
within eight days after delivery.

Clause 4. Execution and delivery periods
The agreed execution or delivery periods are only indicative. These 
periods shall be respected to the extent possible. If the agreed 
execution or delivery periods are exceeded however, this fact shall 
not constitute a ground to terminate the agreement and/or make 
Kinetura liable to pay any damage compensation to the customer. If the 
customer fails to notify necessary information, or to do so in time, or 
such information is not consistent with reality, the proposed estimated 
execution or delivery periods shall be automatically extended by a 
reasonable period. The same shall apply to changes in the order.

Clause 5. Installation
The products may only be installed by an approved and registered 
installer. Kinetura shall not accept any complaint whatsoever if the 
customer is unable to prove that the products were installed by an 
approved and registered installer.

Clause 6. Rejection of products and breach of contract by customer
If in spite of being served a notice of default, the customer rejects the 
agreed products, or fails to fulfil its payment obligations, Kinetura may, 
through a registered letter to the customer, terminate the agreement 
to the detriment of the customer. If after partial delivery or execution 
of the contract has already taken place, the customer refuses to accept 
further delivery or execution, or makes the same impossible, Kinetura, 
provided it sends a registered letter to the customer, may opt to raise 
an invoice for the executed part of the delivery, and to terminate the 
agreement by operation of law, to the detriment of the customer, 
in respect of the part not delivered. Without prejudice to the right of 
Kinetura to demand a higher compensation for the damage that can be 
proved by it, the customer shall be liable to pay damage compensation 

in case of the termination of the agreement, the minimum amount of 
which, taking into account the potential damage, is fixed at 25% of the 
price exclusive of VAT on a lump sum basis, or, wherever applicable, 
the price of the part remaining to be delivered, exclusive of VAT. 
Advances already paid or additional payments, shall be charged in 
the following order: (1) on the damage suffered by Kinetura, and (2) 
the accrued interest, (3) the costs incurred, and (4) the invoices still 
outstanding. Kinetura shall, wherever applicable, have the right to fully 
or partially suspend the further execution of the related agreement, as 
well as other agreements for the same customer. The customer shall 
also be notified concerning the same by registered letter. In case the 
customer is a consumer, the latter shall have the right to an equivalent 
compensation if Kinetura fails to fulfil its contractual obligations.

Clause 7. Return of goods
In no case, Kinetura can be obliged to take back goods which have 
been ordered wrongly by the client. In case Kinetura does (e.g for 
commercial reasons), it reserves the right to credit these goods only 
partially, according to it’ s own appreciation. Charges and the risk for 
return of the goods will be borne by the client.

Clause 8. Defects and complaints
At the time of delivery, the customer shall immediately examine 
whether the products delivered contain visible defects or damage, 
and are in conformity with what was ordered. Problems shall be 
notified to Kinetura, on pain of inadmissibility of the complaint, in 
writing (email) and no later than 8 days after delivery. Complaints on 
the grounds of hidden defects shall be notified to Kinetura, on pain of 
inadmissibility of the complaint, in writing (email) and no later than 8 
days after the discovery of the defect has become possible. In any case, 
no complaints shall be accepted if the products delivered have already 
been processed, incorporated into other products, or resold, or if the 
products were installed by an unregistered installer without approval. 
If a complaint is accepted, the products shall either be repaired or 
replaced, entirely at the discretion of Kinetura. The repair and/or 
replacement shall never constitute ground for any claim for damage 
compensation. No goods may be returned without the written consent 
of Kinetura, and the grant of such consent shall in no case constitute 
recognition of liability by Kinetura. The goods shall be returned at 
the cost and risk of the customer. A complaint shall never relieve 
the customer of the obligation to pay the amounts of the invoices 
on the dates specified in the agreement, according to the terms and 
conditions laid down in the agreement. A complaint, even if well-
founded, shall also not authorise the customer to refuse to execute the 
agreement in relation to products that do not form part of the subject 
of the complaint.

Clause 9. Limitation of liability
For the application of this clause, “indirect damage” shall mean: 
consequential damage, fire damage, loss of profits, financial or 
commercial losses, loss of savings, increase in general costs, increased 
personnel costs, loss of goodwill, damage due to business interruption, 
damage as a consequence of claims of customers, damage due to 
disruption of schedules and loss of clientele, etc. For the application 
of this clause, “direct damage” shall mean: all the amounts paid to 
Kinetura. Kinetura cannot be held liable for direct or indirect damage, 
if such damage was caused through external factors or by force 
majeure (such as for example, storm damage). In addition, Kinetura 
cannot, under any circumstances, be held liable for the oxidation and/
or color change of armatures, if such oxidation and/or color change is 
peculiar to the material used. In case of wrong or faulty installation, or 
installation by an installer without approval, Kinetura may not be held 
liable for possible direct or indirect damage, under any circumstances. 
Kinetura may also not under any circumstances be held liable for any 
direct or indirect damage in case of wrong use, for example, use in 
combination with
other materials or metals (which may cause electrolysis). In addition, 
Kinetura may not under any circumstances be held liable for any 
direct or indirect damage as a consequence of a delivered product 
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if the product was altered or repaired by the customer or by a third 
party. Except in case of willful fault or fraud, the total possible liability 
of Kinetura, due to a culpable shortcoming, whether contractual or 
extraontractual, shall in all cases be limited to compensation of the 
direct damage, subject to a maximum amount of the price (exclusive 
of VAT) actually invoiced, that is effective for that defective product, 
multiplied by a factor of 10. In no case shall the total liability of Kinetura 
for direct damage, on any grounds whatsoever, exceed €500,00. The 
liability of Kinetura for indirect damage is expressly excluded. The 
liability of Kinetura due to damage, destruction or loss of data or 
documents, is also expressly excluded. If applicable law does not 
accept the aforesaid limitation of liability, the liability of Kinetura shall 
be limited to the strict minimum permissible under the law. Liability 
claims if any of the customer against Kinetura shall always have to 
be filed within one year, counting from the date of delivery of the 
concerned product that has given rise to the claim. No further liability 
claim may be made after the expiry of one year.

Clause 10. Intellectual property rights
All intellectual property rights relating to products developed or 
supplied by Kinetura, and related preparatory material or other 
materials such as analyses, designs, detailed drawings, calculations, 
illustrations, documentation, reports, offers, models and prototypes 
shall exclusively belong to Kinetura, irrespective of whether these 
intellectual property rights were registered or filed. Insofar as such 
right is only acquired through filing, registration or patent, Kinetura 
shall have exclusive right over the same.

Clause 11. Price and payment
Unless otherwise agreed to the contrary in writing, all prices quoted 
by Kinetura are expressed in Euros, and shall apply exclusive of costs, 
taxes and expenses. The invoices shall be paid in the agreed currency 
unit. If due to circumstances beyond the control of Kinetura, there is an 
increase in specific costs that influence the agreed price, for example 
increases in the duties and taxes on the products to be delivered, 
increases in freight rates, increases in the prices of basic commodities 
or raw materials, increases in wages as a consequence of provisions of 
the law or national or sectoral collective labor agreements, changes 
in the exchange rate, etc., Kinetura shall have the right to charge a 
proportionate increase after issuing a simple notification. A deviation 
from the agreed prices is also possible in the following cases, a non-
exhaustive list of which is provided below: (1) where specific factual data 
provided by the customer no longer correspond to actual reality, (2) in 
case of material errors, calculation errors or wrong entries in our price 
calculation, and (3) in case of changes in the initial order. All invoices 
shall be payable at the registered office of Kinetura. The invoices are 
payable in cash. All costs shall be borne by the customer. If payment is 
made by bank transfer, exchange or in any other manner, this cannot 
be regarded as a waiver of this provision and shall not constitute any 
novation. All complaints or remarks concerning an invoice shall be 
made within 8 days after the invoice date in writing (email) with a 
statement of the reasons for the same, failing which the right to do 
the same shall lapse. If the faith of Kinetura in the creditworthiness 
of the customer is undermined due to acts of judicial enforcement 
against the customer and/or there are other demonstrable events that 
undermine Kinetura’s faith that the customer can properly fulfil the 
commitments undertaken by the customer and/or in case such faith 
becomes impossible, Kinetura reserves the right to cancel the entire 
order or a part thereof, and to demand appropriate guarantees from 
the customer. If the customer declines to pursue the same, Kinetura 
reserves to itself the right to cancel the entire order or a part thereof. 
In that case, the customer shall be bound to pay damage compensation 
as laid down in Clause 6 of these general terms and conditions. In case 
of full or partial non-payment on the due date, interest at the rate of 
12% shall be charged on the outstanding invoices, by operation of law 
and without the need to issue a prior notice of default, and 10% of the 
invoice amount shall be added to the outstanding balance, subject to 
a minimum of €125.00 and a maximum of €2,500.00 even if a grace 
period is allowed. In case the customer is a consumer, the latter shall 

have the right to an equivalent compensation if Kinetura fails to fulfil 
its contractual obligations. Partial payments shall always be accepted 
with full reservations and without any prejudicial acknowledgements 
and shall be applied, in the following order of priority, first to the 
(judicial) costs incurred, then to the interest that is payable, and then 
to the damage compensation, and finally to the principal sum. The 
non-payment of even a single invoice on the due date shall render the 
outstanding balance on all other invoices, including expired invoices, 
immediately payable, by operation of law.

Clause 12. Right of retention of title
The products delivered by Kinetura to the customer shall remain its 
property until all the amounts payable by the customer, including 
interest and costs, are duly paid. As long as the products have not been 
paid in full, the customer is prohibited to process, sell, to pledge or in 
any other manner to use the same as security.

Clause 13. Extraneous cause
In case of “extraneous cause” (Section 1147 of the Civil Code) even 
if it does not lead to permanent and/or absolute impossibility of 
execution of the contract, Kinetura shall have the right, by operation 
of law, to suspend its obligations or to unilaterally terminate the same 
after notifying the customer concerning the same. Consequently, 
Kinetura may in no case be bound to pay any damage compensation. 
The following, among others, may conventionally be regarded as 
extraneous causes: war, strike or lockout, exceptional shortages of 
raw materials or merchandise, weather conditions, fire, natural and/
or other disasters, governmental decisions that affect the execution of 
obligations, insofar as such extraneous cause occurs to the detriment of 
Kinetura or that of our suppliers or coontractors if any.

Clause 14. Applicable law and jurisdiction clause
The relationship between Kinetura and the customer is subject to and 
shall be construed in accordance with Belgian law, to the exclusion 
of any other choice of law, and with the exclusion of the Vienna 
Sales Convention (“United Nations Convention on Contracts for the 
International Sale of Goods” of 1980). In case of disputes, the Belgian 
courts of the judicial district of Dendermonde and of the canton of 
Lokeren shall have exclusive jurisdiction. Kinetura shall also have the 
right to place disputes if any before the court that has jurisdiction as per 
Section 624 of the Judicial Code.

Clause 15. Independence of the clauses
If it is found that one or more clauses cannot be enforced against 
the customer in whole or in part, the other provisions contained in 
the present terms and conditions shall continue in force without any 
reduction.


